
Empower your workforce
Rapid digital disruption is challenging the status quo in every organisation. To thrive in 

today’s digital age, you need a connected workforce empowered with the right tools 

and relevant information to help them work smarter. Insight’s Digital Workspace™ 

solution helps you do just that.

Transforming for the digital world
Transforming your business to compete in today’s digital economy is more than just 

a technology refresh with the latest hardware, software, or cloud deployments. It’s 

really  about adapting to new ways of working and creating a strong digital culture.

But organisations struggle to engage their workforce with consistent digital 

experiences. Legacy tools, resistance to change, varying skillsets and low corporate 

transparency hamper productivity and prevent organisations prospering from new 

opportunities digital transformation brings.

The Insight Digital Workspace™ powered by Microsoft Office 365,  intelligently 

streamlines daily interactions with contextual awareness and relevant information 

to enhance workforce productivity. 

Benefits
 • Intelligent, personalised workspace

with relevant tools and information

in one place. 

 • Contextual information keeps teams

focussed on daily tasks.

 • Low cost, on-demand, self-updating

infrastructure futureproofs IT

investment.

 • Improved corporate transparency

builds employee trust and

engagement. 

 • Powerful analytics dashboard

giving acomprehensive  view of user

adoption to inform and drive better

employee engagement

Related Services
 • Teamwork Starter Pack of Fixed

Adoption and Implementation Services, 
Teamwork Assessment Service,  Insight
Smart Start for Microsoft Teams

Insight Digital Workspace™

Our Partner



All in one place
With the Insight Digital Workspace™, employees start their 

day with the right tools and the latest information all in one 

place. This cloud-based solution brings seamless workflows 

across Office 365 apps and services to create an immersive user 

experience .   

 • Corporate news and updates -  Keep employees informed of

relevant organisational news to build trust and transparency. 

 • Tailored internal communications - Engage staff with

personalised news and content from a central point.

 • Relevant team workspaces, project documents and files -

Contextual awareness of project teams and activities provides

one-click access to relevant workspaces and documents to

speed up collaboration, reviews and co-authoring. 

 • Personal workspace -  Presents a tailored, device-aware

and uncluttered view of the all relevant Office 365 and

third party apps

 • Contextual search tool – Delivers relevant content related

to the employee’s current activity or search terms including

documents, email or social network posts. 

 • One-click to connect – Connect instantly from your personal

workspace with colleagues or customers using messaging, 

audio and video calling, conferencing, or live sharing.

 • Upcoming events and quick links -  Plan, prioritise and

prepare for the workday through immediate calendar

visibility, easy access to popular internal sites or pages for

daily work tasks.

 • Reliable mobile experience – View important corporate

updates on-the-go, collaborate with project teams remotely

and securely access work files or third party apps from

anywhere, anytime, on any device.

 • Powerful analytics – Gain valuable insights across lines

of business - monitor IT workflows, measure employee

engagement or effectiveness of internal communications.

 • Drive adoption of Microsoft Teams - with a powerful ‘single

pane of glass’ interface across the corporate, team and

individual workspaces.

Helping you work smarter
The Insight Digital Workspace™ is the perfect solution for all 
organisations considering a digital culture to drive greater 
employee engagement, enhanced business outcomes and  
future-proofs IT investment in the digital age.
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For more information, please contact your Insight Account Manager.  

08444 723 800 | contactus@insight.com | uk.insight.com/what-we-do/connected-workforce/collaboration/digital-workspace
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Why Insight?
Making work experiences consistent across platforms, securing sensitive data and connecting your workforce – it’s a lot of complicated 
moving parts to consider while focusing on moving your business forward. T

Insight knows Microsoft
Insight has been a prominent Microsoft partner for more than 25 years.  We demonstrate our enduring commitment through unique service 
offerings, numerous certifications and awards, and impressive infrastructure to support service delivery and, ultimately, our clients.


